THE POWER OF DIGITAL REWARDS

Product Launch
How do you get your new product to stand out against a crowded market? Associate your
brand with Digital Rewards. Our digital reward programs make it easy for you to quickly,
safely and affordably implement high-value customer reward promotions with rewards that
consumers regularly use and enjoy.
With a catalog of valuable offerings, cost-effective Digital Rewards make it easy for
companies to increase brand awareness by offering rewards that are relevant and valuable
to consumers.
Whether you launch your product by handing out reward cards, emailing reward codes, or
sending direct mail pieces, create excitement by associating your brand with rewards that
are universally appealing to everyone.

Powerful uses of Digital Incentives

during New Product Launches

Digital Reward Cards
Made up of a full range of physical and digital products,
Digital Rewards include popular items like Music
Downloads, Movie Tickets, Digital Movie Rentals,
Magazine Subscriptions, eBooks and beyond. Digital
Reward Card promotions use reward codes to deliver
high-perceived value products. With our easy-toimplement platform, brands can offer these relevant,
real-world items at a fraction of their perceived value.

Did You Know?
Generate excitement
by printing reward codes
on packages of new
products.
Hand out reward
cards at tradeshows
to increase booth
traffic and engage
people in your product.

Encourage consumers
to check out your
product by offering
a Digital Rewards
giveaway.

Include Digital
Rewards on Direct Mail
Pieces to introduce new
products and stand out
from competitors.

Drive product sales
by offering relevant
and valuable prizes
as a gift with purchase
via reward card or
Catalina coupon.

Offer codes in email
blasts about new
products to increase
website traffic.

•

The tables have turned: Digital music downloads now
exceed physical sales.*

•

Next big thing: It is predicted that gains for online
movies will increase tenfold between 2007 and
2017.**

•

Big picture potential: Over two-thirds of the U.S.
population attend at least one movie every year.***

•

Cover to cover: Americans spend $9.3 billion dollars
on magazine subscriptions annually.****

* Nielsen/Billboard; Pew Research Center
** Mintel
***Motion Picture Association of America
**** The Association of Magazine Media, 2012/2103 Magazine Media Factbook.

Case Studies:
Client: Delta

Use:Product Launch

Reward: Music Downloads

When Delta ® launched their “Change” campaign aimed at communicating a more modernized flight experience, a key ingredient announcing the
newly reinvigorated airline were branded Music Download Cards featuring their new logo.
With recent upgrades to their passengers’ travel experience, such as interactive touchscreens with in-flight digital entertainment, branded Music
Download Cards were a natural fit to create more awareness of Delta’s campaign to offer a better flight experience to their customers.
Client: OnePrinceton

Use: Product Launch

Reward: Music Downloads

OnePrinceton, a new and upcoming application that allows users to pay local business using a smartphone, needed a way to expand their brand
and increase interest among potential users. They decided to improve brand recognition by using branded cards that gave access to download any
two songs of their choice.
Offering reward codes for universally appealing music downloads is an easy and flexible solution for gaining brand recognition, especially when trying
to spark the interest of a diverse target audience.
Client: MTV

Use: Product Launch

Reward: Music Downloads

When MTV wanted to create additional excitement for their 25th Anniversary Video Music Awards Show, they created a custom Digital Rewards Card
inspired by their iconic “Moon Man,” which street teams then distributed in several major cities.
Digital Reward Cards and free Music Downloads were a cool and exciting reward that was easy and inexpensive to transport across the country.

